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INTRODUCTION 
God grant me the serenity 
To accept those things I cannot change 
The courage to change the things I can 
And the wisdom to know the difference. 
Dr. Reinhold Niebuhr 
1 
Galilee Galilei certainly represents a figure of tremendous stature 
in the development of the experimental method of science. One cannot 
read a comprehensive history of any broad area of science without being 
confronted by one or more exploits which are attributed to Galilee. In 
this paper vle shall be primarily concerned vlith one of these exploits 
perhaps his most famous, his historic and classic experiment at the 
Tower of Pisa, an experiment which is relived in the majority of physics 
texts and encyclopedias throughout the land. Granting the greatness of 
the 11father of modern physics," we shall examine the historical record 
pertaining to this event and endeavor to establish the truth about this 
experiment. 
The writer first became interested in the circumstances surrounding 
the story, which may be historical or apocryphal, of the experiment at 
the Tower as a result of a series of articles in a newspaper column by 
Mr. 1{alcolm Bingay, a syndicated columnist. Mr. Bingay (now deceased) 
was the author of a column, 11lvlonday \'lash Line" in the Detroit Free Press. 
In this column, Hr. Bingay, conunenting on the greatness of Galilee and 
v 
Newton, had this to say: 
i/All correspondence referred to in this paper will be found chronologi-
cally arranged in the Appendix. 
The tower's fame is not only because (sic) 
father time has a 11lien11 on it, but because of 
the work of Galileo in refuting the theory of 
Aristotle on gravitation. He held that bodies 
of different weights fall with equal velocity. 
To prove his point, he climbed to the top 
of the tov.rer and dropped cannon balls of dif-
ferent sizes. TI1ey all landed at the same 
time. This opened the way for Sir Isaac Newton 
to give us the law of gravitation -- not an 
apple bouncing off his bean. 
2 
In view of Mr . Bingay 1s contention about Aristotle, it might be well to 
note that some authors now contend that Aristotle never said that bodies y 
fall at a rate proportional to their wei ght. This point, however, is 
another story and consideration of it now is purely academic since the 
followers of Aristotle who opposed Galileo contended that this was 
Aristotle's position. 
11r . Bingay 1s contention about Galileo and the experiment at the 
Tower did not go uncontested. In his colurnn, Monday, April 14, 1952, 
}~. Bi ngay referred to correspondence which took issue with his conten-
tion about Galileo and Ne\~on. In an attempt to substantiate his posi-
tion and forever quiet the pen of his antagonist, he proceeded to quote 
21 
accounts of the incident as reported in various encyclopedias. The 
Catholic Encyclopedia credits Galileo with overthrowing a maxim which 
had "hitherto been accepted without question. 11 The Encyclopedias 
Britannica and International glowingly report the event as taking place 
in 1588. This is a very interesting date, about which we shall have 
more to say later. We shall also return to the contention of the 
~e.g ., See Lane Cooper, Aristotle, Galileo , and the Tower of Pisa, 
Cornell University Press, Ithaca, New York, 1935; also W.H. Werkmeister, 
A Philosophy of Science, Harper and Brothers, New York, New York, 1940. 
2../See note 1. 
3 
Catholic Encyclopedia. 
Having dogmatically quoted the authorities, Mr. Bingay then picked 
up the cudgel of ridicule and attempted to close the argument. Perhaps 
t he v.mrds of Galileo will serve, for the pre sent, as a sui table answer 
to Mr. Bingay: 
Be grateful to the man who relieves you of errors. 
Do not resent it as if you were aroused from an 
agreeable dream. 
or, as he said on another occasion: 
Hy opponents like to cling to theories of ancient 
times because they wish their ignorance to be com-
mon t o all men, just as at times of pestilence 
death is less bitter than it seems in a world of 
healthy men. 
and as a parting axiom for Mr . Bingay to live by, still in the words of 
Galileo: 
I value more the discovery of a singl e truth than 
a lengthy pondering of the loftiest questions with-
out any concrete results. 
Certainly the issue appears to be a trivial one. Did Galileo drop 
t wo, or more , unequal >.;ei ghts from the Tower of Pisa? If Galil eo 's 
f ame re st s upon thi s experiment, v.rhich he may not have performed, what 
t hen? Will the answer to this question change man 1 s interpretation of 
history? \Ifill it alter man's concept of mechanics? Perhaps not. How-
ever, the truth or falsity of this assertion takes on new meaning vlhen 
one becomes interested in why mankind accepts and rejects i deas. vfuat 
constitutes a scientific genius ; and i f science moves because of genius 
or if genius arises because of the movement of science. Certainly none 
can deny t he spontaneous developments of i deas and concepts by 
4 
±ndepende t investigators; nor can we deny that discoveries can be made, 
fail to ~e assimilated, fade and be rediscovered again when the pursuit 
of these ~dea s is fruitful. 
With these ideas in mind, we shall endeavor to investigate the 
rise of Galileo to a position of pre-eminence in the field of science. 
5 
SOME HIGHLIGHTS OF GALILEO'S CAREER 
Befr re we can intelligently investigate a single event in the 
-life of ~alileo we must know something about t he man himself. Galilee 
Galilei t as born at Pisa on the eighteenth day of February in the year 
1564,~ l year that saw the death of Michelangelo and the birth of 
Shakespel re. Galilee was born into a noble family whose original sur-
name was Bonajuti but who took the name Galilei in the middle of the 
fourteen h century in order to perpetuate the name of Galileo, a son 
of Tommaso di Bonajuti, who was one of the twelve (a leading member of 
the gove~ng body) in 1343.2/ 
GalJ leo was the eldest of three sons and three daughters born to 
I 
Vineenzij and Giulia Galilei. Vineenzio Galilei was a poor wool mereh~ 
ant who l l ved the arts and who undoubtedly had a great deal to do with 
molding t he character of his eldest son. He was the leading spirit of 
the Camerl ta, a circle of artists and scholars who gathered in the 
house of t Florentine nobleman, Count Bardi, to diseuse problems of 
b/Some aul hors date Ga1ileo 1 s· birth as February 15, 1564; e.g., see 
A. Wolf, History of Science, Technology, and PhilosophY in the XVI 
and XVII ~enturies; George Allen and Unwin Ltd. London, England, 1935. 
I 2(Mary Allen Olney, Life of Galilee, Nichols and Noyes; Boston, Mass., 
1870, p. i3. 
6 
y 
science, poetry and the arts. Vincenzio set part of Dante's Divine 
Comedy to music, in a manner which he thought might have been the Greek 
method of composing dramatic music. From this circle were to emerge y 
the first operas. 
Perhaps all this seems beside the point; however, the setting of 
Galilee's life is usually one in which the reader is made to feel that 
all mankind unthinkingly accepted the teachings of the masters and that 
no greatj.Pcertainty was possible or needed than a definite pronounce-
ment of authority. Let us listen to Galileo 1 s father as he speaks 'in 
his Dialogue on Ancient and Modern Music (Dialogues della musica antica 
- - y -
e della moderna, 1581): 
It appears to me that they who in proof of any 
assertion rely simply on the weight of authority, 
without deducing any argument in support of it, 
act very absurdly. I, on the contrary, wish to 
be allowed freely to question and freely to answer 
you without any sort of adulation, as well becomes 
those who are truly in search of the truth. 
These are not the words of a man who is fearful of experimentation and 
independent thought; indeed, the message here is one which reappears in 
Galilee's own writings. 
As a child, Galilee displayed a great deal of talent in the field 
of music and art. Levinger pictures him as a dreamy-eyed boy whose 
£/Curt Sacks, Our Musical Heritage. Prentice-Hall, Inc., New York, 
New York, second edition, 1953, p. 163. 
1/Paul Henry Long, Music in Western Civilization. W. W. Norton Co., 
New York, New York, 1941, p. 304. 
§/Olney, op. cit., p. 14. 
7 
-picture s won praise at Florence and who dreamed of the greatness of 
9} 
Leonardo da Vinci who was born nearby. As a youth he was educated at 
a monastery school at Vollombrose, and had shown himself to be a quick 
and intelligent scholar with an aptitude for poetry, music and painting. 
vfuile a student at the monastery, Galileo requested permission from his 
father to become a monk. Vincenzio, fearing for his own comforts in 
old age, and knowing the stubbornness of his son, refused to allow him 
to take this step. 
Vincenzio removed his son from the monastery, and at considerable 
personal sacrifice enrolled Galileo at the University of Pisa on the 
. gj 
fifth day of November, 1581.. . Vincenzio insisted that his son take 
up a profession that would be lucrative. Knowing from first-hand 
experience that the arts and mathematics, his son's natural bent, were 
unremunerative, he enrolled him as a medical student. Galileo remained 
at Pisa until 1585. At this time, embittered by his lack of a patron, 
he returned to his father's house. Financial difficulties and Galileo' s 
own disinclination to pursue the stuqy of medicine probably account for 
his leaving the university. 
At home, Galileo pursued the study of mathematics with ardor and 
w 
>vrote a treatise on the Hydrostatic Balance (1586, published 1615.) 
2/Elma Levinger, Galileo, Julio Messner, Inc., New York, New York, 
1952, p. 3. 
~Levinger, op. cit., p. 6. 
11/Sir David Brewster, Martyrs of Science. John Camden Holton, London, 
England, 1870, p. 5. 
g/Olney, op. cit., p. 19. 
8 
.At the age of 24, he wrote for Guido Ubaldi (Harquis Guidoubaldo di 
Hontebaroccio) an essay on the proposition of the center of gravity 
(not published for 50 years). Ubaldi was greatly impressed by Galilee's 
command of the subject and interceded with Ferdinand I, the Grand Duke 
J:2/ 
of Tuscany, to obtain for Galilee a position at Pisa. Galilee was 
appointed professor of mathematics at the University of Pisa in 1589 for 
a period of three years, at a salary of sixty scudi a year (approximate-
JJ±/ · 
ly sixty-five dollars). While at Pisa, Galilee wrote a manuscript, 
On Motion (De Motu); however, it was not published until 1883. It is 
during this period, 1589 to 1592, that Galilee is supposed to have made 
his historic experiment from the Tower of Pisa. 
The accounts of Galileo 1 s stay at Pisa usually romantically indi-
cate a defiant Galilee meeting in a headlong charge the other members of 
the University of Pisa staff in an attempt to dissuade them from their 
adulation of Aristotle. Some authors, in giving an account of Galilee's 
lldifficulties 11 with other members of the staff, point out that his argu-
W 
mentative nature earned him the nickname, 11 The Wrangler. 11 Yet, there 
appears to be no evidence that Galilee was violently opposed by other 
members of the staff. A more plausible explanation of why Galilee left 
Pisa is furnished by Sir David Brewster in his book, Martyrs of Science. 
Jjjibid. 
~Ernest R. Hull, Galilee and His Condemnation. Examiner Press; 
Bombay, India, 1913, p. 8. 
12/e.g., see: J. R. Dunning, H. C. Paxton; Matter, Energy and Radiation: 
McGraw Hill Book Co., New York, New York, 1941, p. 51. 
See also: Hull, Op. cit., p. 6. 
9 
~rewster points out that Galileo gave a ver,y unfavorable report on a 
project for clearing the harbor of Leghorn, as proposed by Don Giovanni 
de Medici, the Governor of Leghorn and the natural son of Prince Cosimo, 
the heir apparent to the Dukedom of Tuscany. This unfavorable report, 
which proved to be correct, embittered the royal family and considerable 
1Y 
pressure was brought to bear against Galileo. 
Galileo left Pisa in 1592 and under the sponsorship of Guido Ubaldi 
went to the University of Padua. Here he received a six-year contract, 
a contract that was twice renewed. In 16o9 he was made professor for 
life at Padua at 1,000 florins per year. Here Galileo gained consider-
a.ble fame for his telescopic work and his lectures were so popular that 
it often was necessary to hold them outdoors, as the large auditorium 
which seated a thousand people was filled to overflowing. During his 
stay at Padua his mistress, Maria Gamba, a woman beneath his station, 
bore him three children, Polisenna in 16ol, Virginia, the second child 
in 1603, and Vincenzio in 1606. Maria Gamba, at the urging of Galileo 
who supplied a dowry, finally made a successful marriage. Vincenzio, 
w 
Galilee's youngest child, was legitimatized by the Grand Duke in 1619. 
By the year 1610, Galilee's name had become so celebrated that 
•Cosimo II, Grand-Duke of Tuscany, appointed him "Grand-Ducal Mathemati-
cian and Philosopher," a title which Galileo chose for himself. Galilee 
considered himself a philosopher first and a mathematician second. 
i]?Brewster, Op. cit., p. 8. 
!2/0lney, Op. cit., P• 28. 
10 
I~deed, in a letter he wrote seeking the position from the Grand Duke, 
and lamenting the hours of lecturing and tutoring, he states that he 
w 
had a greater number of years in philosophy than months in mathematics. 
Galileo accepted the position because he felt that he would then have 
time to write on many of his ideas. 
In 1610, Galileo published his Siderial Messenger (Siderius Nuncius) 
in which he discussed Jupiter 1 s satellites, and argued for the Copernican 
w 
system. 
In 1611, Galileo first visited Rome, where he was honorably re-
ceived, and where, at the instance of Cardi nal Bellarmine, a favorable 
report was · made on his lvritings by the mathematicians of the College 
?!)} 
Romano. Filippo Salviati received a letter from Galileo which told 
?:11 
of his treatment in these terms: 
I have been received and feted by many illus-
trious cardinals, prelates, and princes of this 
city, who wanted to see the things I have observed 
and were much pleased, as I was too on my part in 
viewing the marvels of their statuary, paintings, 
frescoed rooms, palaces, gardens, etc. 
i§/Brewster, op. cit., p. 18. 
12/Harlow Shapley, Helen Wright, Samuel Rapport; Readings In The Physi-
cal Sciences: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., New York, New York, 1948, 
p. 79. 
gQ/Filippo Salviati (1582-1614), Galileo 1 s close friend and sponsor. 
One of the men enshrined in Galileols Dialogues. Salviati inherited 
from his father senatorial rank and banking interest. 
~Georgio De Santillana, The Crime of Galileo; University of Chicago 
Press, Chicago, Illinois, 1955, p. 23. 
11 
m 
In 1613, Galileo published his letters on solar spots. This 
treatise was definitely Copernican in nature, a position which Galileo 
justified by quoting scriptures and interpreting them. In this sense 
Galileo followed the examples of the 14th century Parisian writers like 
even 
Jean Buridan and Nickolas of Oresme, going so far as to utilize some of 
their arguments. The arguments .now took a theological turn -- one in 
part reminiscent of Giordano Bruno's difficulties with the Church--
2:2/ 
difficulties which led to his death at the stake in 1600. From Rome, 
Galilee received a warning in the name of Cardinal Barberini (later 
Pope Urban VIII) not to overstep the limits of mathematics and physics. 
Galilee chose to ignore this well-meant advice, and in 1616 he found 
himself once more obliged to return to Rome. On the fifth day of March, 
1616, Galilee was officially warned by Cardinal Robert Bellarmine 
(Saint Robert Bellarmine) that he was not to -hold, teach or defend the 
?d:J! 
Copernican thesis. It is interesting to note that this decree makes 
a distinction between scientific hypotheses and theological interpreta-
tions for we find books dealing with theological interpretations banned 
?:21 
while other treatises on the subject are suspended. 
~Wolf, Op. cit., p. 36. 
~Giordano Bruno went much further than Galileo; his pronouncements 
included a plurality of 1tworlds. 11 
~Santellana, Op. cit., p. 123. Persons interested in Galilee's diffi-
culties with the Church are referred to the above-cited book. See also 
Hull, Op. cit. 
~The genuineness of the documents relating to this audience has been 
questioned by some authorities. 
12 
The decree of 1616 was reasonably effective in quieting the pen of 
Galilee. In August of 1623, Cardinal Barberini was elected to the 
Papacy as Pope Urban VIII, a man who in 1620 had written Dangerous 
Adulation (Adulatio pernicosa) in honor of Galilee. Galilee r s friends 
rejoiced, and Monsignor Giovanni Ciampoli, a defender of Galilee, 
?fJ 
wrote: 
Here there is felt a great desire for some 
further production of your thought; if you 
would resolve to commit to print those ideas 
that you still have in mind, I am quite sure 
that they would be most acceptable to His 
Holiness, who never ceases from admiring your 
eminence in all things and preserves intact 
his attachment for you. 
Galilee went to see Pope Urban VIII in April of 1624 with the idea of 
gaining his favor and his permission to publish some of his ideas. 
Pope Urban VIII put forth to Galilee the ar guments of the Church and 
insisted t hat this position be treated adequately in any work published 
on the subject of Copernicanism. Permission to publish his dialogues 
was granted, and in 1630 he completed his dialogues on the then contro-
?1/ 
verBial earth- and sun-centered systems. In February of 1632, the 
Dialogues2!!, th*-6~ World Systems(Dialogo dei Massimi Sistemi) came ~ 
off the press. 
~Santillana, op. cit., p. 156. 
?1/It is interesting to note that Galilee did not consider the system 
advocated by Tycho Brahe, a system which had been published and which 
resolved many of the difficulties of both the Ptolemaic and Copernican 
systems. 
~Galilee Galilei, Dialogues on the Great vlorld Systems, Giorgio de 
Santillana, Editor (revised and annotated version of· Salusbury transla-
tion) University of Chicago Press, Chicago, Illinois, 1953, p. XXXVII. 
13 
The opposition to this book and the trial of Galileo are so well 
known that no attention to the details of the case will be given here. 
However, it is worth mentioning that the Dialogue was printed in Italian 
instead of the usual Latin of the scholar, and this resulted in a wide-
spread interest and circulation of the treatise. It might also be noted 
that the words of Pope Urban VIII were put into the mouth of Simplico, 
?:2/ 
the clownish defender of the Ptolemaic system. Galilee's enemies in 
the Church seized this opportunity to have Galilee dishonored and his 
2Q/ 
book prohibited by the edict of 1634. 
In 1638, Galilee's ::Dialogues Concerning Two New Sciences (Discorsi 
~ demostrazione matematich~intorno ~due nuove scienze)appeared in 
Amsterdam. Fearing to seek ecclesiastical approval of this new work, 
Prince Mattia di Medici smuggled it out of ItalY and it was printed in 
Holland by Elzever of Holland. Galilee r s own sentiment about this work 
can be found in a letter to his faithful friend, Ella Dlioda.te, wherein 
w 
he says it is "superior to everything else of mine hitherto published. 11 
Embittered by his treatment at the hands of the Papacy, under con-
stant "house arrest" at his villa in Arc.et.e· , blind and deaf, Galilee 
died on the eighth of January, 1642, a year that saw the birth of Newton. 
k2/Levinger, Op. cit., P• 132. 
lQ/Hull, Op. cit., p. 44. 
WGalileo Galilei, Dialogues Concerning Two New Sciences, translated by 
Henry Crew and Alfonso De Salvo, Dover Publication, Inc., New York, New 
York, 1914. Introduction by Antonio Favaro, p. 1 of introduction. 
Let us listen to Galileo as he writes to a friend during the fading 
221 
years of his life: 
Alas your dear friend and servant has 
become totally and irreparably blind. These 
heavens, this earth, this universe, which by 
wonderful observation I had enlarged a thou-
sand times beyond the belief of past ages, 
are henceforth shrunk into the narrow space 
which I myself occupy. 
14 
Brewster, paraphrasing Viviani, one of Galilee's latest and closeet 
211 
students, characterizes Galilee in the following way: 
In his personal appearance Galilee was about 
the middle size, and of a square-built but well-
proportioned frame. His complexi..on was fair, 
his eyes penetrating a.l'ld his hair of a reddish 
hue. His expression was cheerful and animated 
and though his temper was easily ruffled, yet 
the excitement was transient and the cause of 
it easily forgotten. 
Hull, on the other hand, sees Galilee as a violent, bumptious, cocksure, 
headstrong and tricky man who has had too favorable a picture painted of 
him by Fahies, Galilee's most famous English biographer who published 
21±1 
Galilee, His Life and Work in 1903. 
Galilee was the idol of his friends, the favored companion of 
princes, a man of sharp wit who created excitement about himself. You 
could not be indifferent to him. Santillana, in describing these gifts 
.221 
of Galilee, says: 
jk/Brewster, Op. cit., P• 88. 
22/Ibid., p. 95. 
2b/Hull, Op. cit., p. 95 
22/Santillana, Op. cit., p. 115. 
It remained Galilee's fate through life to 
create an excitement and consensus around him 
which had little to do with real understanding. 
His was the tragedy of an excess of gifts; for, 
while the telescope was his key to success, his 
real social strength lay in his extraordinary 
literary capacity, his brilliant repartee, his 
eloquence and charm which gave him rank in a 
culture founded exclusively on belles-lettres 
and humanistic accomplishments. 11You have ·a way 
of bewitching, 11 CiampoliW had said. His wri-
ting is indeed one achievement of Italian Baroque 
prose that has survived the centuries. In that 
his contemporaries could easily recognize a master 
but wha.t. r emained with them of his "incomparable 
demonstrations" was as dim as the memory of a 
symphony to the untrained ear. This Galilee could 
neve r bring himself to realize. As he talked 
reason to his hearers, he believed, he forever 
wanted to believe, that they were following the 
course of his thoughts and he spent himself unspar-
ingly in explaining and persuading. They applauded; 
but when the time came t bi $ success showed again as 
fool's gold in his hand. '· : 
15 
Here is our hero, a man you could not i gnore -- persuasive, witty, 
and, at times, adamant; a man who carried his argumants to the people 
by vrriting in the vernacular rather than ·the Latin of scholars; a bitter 
antagonist in an argument, right or wrong; a man graciously received by 
princes, honored in many ways, finding support for his ideas and encour-
agement among the lay and the clergy. 
~onsignor Giovanni Ciampoli, a stout defender of Galilee, who was · 
instrumental in the release of Galilee's nnialogues on The Great World 




Now let us consider the accounts of the experiment at the Tower. 
Most of the stories relating to this incident convey the idea that 
experimentation was completely foreign to all science before the time 
of Galilee. Galileo, with one fell swoop, is supposed to have laid 
Aristotelian doctrines low and established a new form of thought. A 
rather brief overview of the world of Galilee will prove this assertion 
wrong. Columbus had discovered the Americas; Magellan, in 1521, had 
established the roundness of the earth; Vesalius had published his work, 
On The Structure of The Human Body (De Fabrica Humani Corporis), in 
1543; Copernicus, his On Revolutions of Spheres (De Revolutionibus 
Orbium) in 1543; Archimedes' works were translated and published in 
1543; William Gilbert of Colchester published his famous work, Concern-
ing Magnetism (De Magneti) in 1600; and William Harvey had already 
developed the idea of the circulation of blood in 1616. Sir Francis 
Bacon published his New Logic (Novum Organum) in 1620 as an answer t o 
Aristotle's Organum, his logic and syllogistic reasoning. From these 
and others, Galileo inherited a clear concept of the "scientific 
method. 11 
Let us examine what a few of his predecessors and contempories 
had to say on the subject of experimentation. W. H. Werkmeister, in 
explaining t he position of Roger Bacon (1214-1294), who published his 
17 
"Grea-t Work" /Opus l1ajus7 in 1266 under the auspices of Pope Clement IV, 
21/ 
says: 
•••• Roger Bacon was sure that without experience 
nothing can be known sufficiently and that he who 
wishes to enjoy without doubt the truths of things 
should know how to devote his time to experiment. 
Albertus l-1agnus, a contemporary of Roger Bacon, shared his views with 
respect to experimentation, and much of his knowledge of plant and 
animal life he owed to direct observation. 
George Sarton characterizes Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519) in the 
lW 
following way: 
Just try to realize what it :~reans: Here we have a 
man of considerable mother-wit, unlearned, unsoph-
isticated, who had to take J+R ;every question at the 
very beginning like a child211- •••• He just asked 
himself questions, made experilrents and used his 
common sense •••• He tried to solve patiently each 
little problem separately. He saw that the only 
fruitful way of doing that is first to state the 
problem as clearly as possible, then to isolate it, 
to make the necessary experilrents and to discuss 
them. Experilrent is always at the bottom; mathema-
tics, that is, reason, at the end. In short the 
method of inductive philosophy which Francis Bacon 
was to explain so well a century and a half later, 
Leonard actually practised. 
f]}W. H. Werkmeister, A Philosophy of Science, Harper Bros., New York, 
New York, 1940, p. 11. 
2§/George Sarton, The Life of Science, Henry Schuman, Inc., New York, 
New York, 1948, p. 75. 
'jJj This is a questionable staterent since many of Leonardo 1 s apparent 
insights have been traced to the philosophical school of Paris of 
Buridan, Oresme, et al.; e.g., see Herbert Butterfield, Origins of 
Modern Science, Bell, London, England, 1950, p. 8. 
18 
!±Qj 
Sarton goes on to say Leonardo's greatest contribution was his method. 
In fairness to Galileo it might be pointed out that most of Leonardo's 
works were contained in unpublished manuscripts that were not readily 
available. However, they might well have been to the greatest mathema-
ticians in Italy. 
Let us consider one more departure from tradition by Galilee's 
predecessors, this one by Paracelsus (Theophrastus, Bombastus von 
Hohenheim, 1493-1541) against official medicine: !±11 
I will not defend my monarch with empty talk but 
with arcana LSecret remedie§l. And I do not take 
rny medicine from the apothecaries. Their shops 
are but foul kitchens from which come nothing but 
foul broths •••• Every little hair on my neck knows 
more than you and all your scribes and my shoe-
buckles are more learned than your Galen and 
Aricenna, and my beard has more experience than 
all you high colleagues. 
On another occasion we find Paracelsus saying: 
From his own head a man cannot learn the theory 
of medicine, but only from that which his eyes 
see and his fingers touch •••• theory and practise 
should together form one, and should remain 
undivided •••• Practise should not be based on 
speculative theory. 
For a contemporary of Galileo, who realized the significance of 
the necessity of experimentation, we can consider Francis Bacon (1561-
~Op. cit., Sarton. 
~A. R. Hall, The Scientific P~volution, Longmans Green Co., London, 
England, 1954, p. 73. 
~Ibid., p. 132. 
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!JJ/ 1626) -- a man whom Butterfield characterizes in the following manner: 
Now it was Bacon's firm principle that if men 
wanted to achieve anything new in the world, it 
was no use attempting to . reach it on any ancient 
method -- they must realize that new practises 
and policies would be necessary. He stressed 
above all the need for the direction of experi-
ments •••• 
Here, then, is a glimpse of Galileo 1 s heritage -- his gift from 
the past, a sure and steaqy accretion of scientific experiments and 
concepts stretching unmistakably back into history, gaining adherents 
as regularly as the passage of time. 
At no time in all of Galileo 1 s extant writings does he mention the 
experiment at the Tower of Pisa. However, before we examine what 
Galileo had to say about free fall, let us examine the source of the 
story and some variations in the way that it is told. 
Vincenzio Viviani, a close friend of Galileo and one of his last 
pupils, is generally credited with originating the story. Vincenzio 
compiled the biographical notes of the life of Galileo about 1654, but 
W±/ 
his biography of Galileo was not published until 1717. In discuss-
!±2/ 
ing the experiment, Vincenzio has this to say: 
~H. Butterfield, The Origins of Modern Science,l300-1800, G. Bell and 
Sons Ltd., London, England, 1950, p. 87. 
M/Lane Cooper, Aristotle, Galileo, and the Tower of Pisa, Cornell 
University Press, Ithaca, New York, 1935, p. 95. Original account by 
Viviani can be found in Opere di Galileo Galilei, Firenze, Vol. 1, pp. 
lx.-xc, 1717 /Collected \'forks of Galileo Galilei, Florence?. 
~Gerald Holton, Introduction to Concepts and Theories in Physical 
Science; Addison! \'lesley Press, Inc., Cambridge, Mass., 1952, p. 23. 
(Translation by Dr. Arnolfo Ferrulo of Harvard University. Original can 
be found in Cooper, op. cit., p. 95 and Opere di Galileo Galilei, Vol. 1, 
pp. lx.-xc. ) 
fts it seemed to him (Galilee) that a true 
knowledge of the nature of motion was required 
for the investigation of the natural effects 
he gave himself completely to the contemplation 
of that (motion): and then to the great confu-
sion of all the philosophers, very many conclu-
sions of Aristotle himself about the nature of 
motion, which had been theretofore held as most 
clear and indubitable were convicted of false-
ness, by means of experiments and by sound demon-
strations and discourses; as, among others, that 
the velocity of moving bodies of same composition, 
unequal in weight, moving through the same medium 
do not attain the proportion of their weights, as 
Aristotle assigned to them, but rather that they 
move with equal velocity, proving this by repeated 
experiments performed from the summit of the 
Campanile of Pisa, in the presence of all other 
teachers and philosophers and of all students. 
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Vincenzio 1 s account has been described as vague and romantic by many 
historians; a reporting procedure which was generally accepted in 
Vincenzio's time. Hmiever, from his account some interesting facts 
can be gleaned. Vincenzio does not give us a date for the e.:xperiment; 
indeed, he reports, 11by repeated experiments, 11 which would imply that 
Galilee did it several times. His statement, "all other teachers, 11 
would indicate that Galilee was a teaching member of the University of 
Pisa at the time the experiment took place. This would mean that the 
event would have had to occur after 1589 and before 1592. Using 
Vincenzio 1 s account as valid, for the time being, we shall re-examine 
Mr. Bingay's account of the incident. It will be recalled that he 
cited as authoritative sources several encyclopedia. The Britannica 
and International encyclopedia reported the event as taking place in 
1588, in the following terms: 
Encyclopedia Britannica: In 1588 Galilee 
carried on that remarkable series of experi-
ments by which he established the first prin-
ciple of dynamics. From the Leaning Tower of 
Pisa he afforded to all the professors and 
students occular demonstrations that bodies 
of different weights fall with the same 
velocity. 
International Encyclopedia: In 1588 Galilee 
turned his attention to the then imperfectly 
comprehended laws of bodies in motion, •••• 
which was proved correct by experiments made 
from the summit of the Leaning Tower of Pisa. 
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Since Vincenzio 1s account of the experiments has chronological precedence, 
if nothing else, it would be interesting indeed to know the basis for 
dating this event in 1588. 
With Vincenziols account of this event in mind, a review of some 
of the reports generally circulated about it will prove very interesting. 
~ 
Ernest R. Trottner reports the event in the following way: 
In the presence of adversaries at the University 
of Pisa he climbed to the top of the famous 
Leaning Tower and let fall simultaneously two 
weights, one a hundred times heavier than the 
other. Those who came to scorn sat mute as the 
two bodies struck the ground at precisely the 
same time - exactly as Galileo had predicted. 
He has gone a step beyond the encyclopedia by giving us the proportion 
of the weights of the objects that were dropped. He makes another 
rather interesting observation when he asserts: 11the two bodies struck 
the ground at precisely the same time. 11 This is most interesting be-
cause it is counter to what Galileo had to say in his Two New Sciences, 
~Ernest R. Trottner, Architects of Ideas, Ovinn and Bodin Co., 
Rahway, New Jersey, 1938, p. 38. 
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a work which was published late in Galileo' s life and should be a more 
precise source and description of his thinking on this matter. 
listen to w they discuss free fall: the interlocutors as 
w 
Sagredo: But I, Simplico, who have made the 
test can assure you that a cannon ball weigh-
ing one or two hundred pounds, or even more, 
will not reach the ground by as much as a span 
ahead of a musket ball weighing only half a 
pountl, provided both are dropped from a height 
of 200 cubits .. 
Let us 
and still further on, we find Salviati arguing along the same vein: !til 
Salviati: Why not say a grain of sand as rapid-
ly as a grindstone? But, Simplico, I trust you 
will not follow the example of many others who 
divert the discussion from its main intent and 
fasten upon some statement of mine which lacks 
a hair 1 s breadth of the truth and, under this 
hair, hide the fault of another which is as big 
as a ship's cable. Aristotle says that "an iron 
ball of one hundred pounds falling from a height 
of one hundred cubits reaches the ground before 
a one-pound ball has fallen a single cubit." I 
say they arrive at the same time. You find, on 
making the experiment, that the larger outstrips 
the smaller by two finger-bread-ths, that, is, when 
the larger has reached the ground, the other is 
short of it by two finger-breadths; now you would 
not hide behind these two fingers the ninety-nine 
cubits of Aristotle, •••• 
kt/Galilei, Two New Sciences, op. cit., p. 62. 
hlV'Giova.n Francisco Sagredo (1571-1620), he along with Sal viati speak 
for Galileo. A faithful friend of Galileo, who is well known for his 
letters to Galileo. Santellana characterizes Sagredo in these words: 
11Sagredo is the man of the world in the Dialogue. He has been set up 
as the standard portrait of a Venetian nobleman, endowed •~th tradi-
tional statesmanship of his cast; attentive to new developn:ents in 
science, open to arguments, but careful not to commit himself on 
theoretical issues." Santellana, op. cit., p. 179. 
~Galilei, Two New Sciences, op. cit., p. 65. 
Even Gali~eo does not say that falling bodies will arrive together, 
but states they are separated by not more than a span (3 inches) if 
. 291 
dropped from 200 cubits. 
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To proceed with our investigation of reports of the incident at 
the Tower: Watkins and Bedell in their description of the event iden-
W 
tify the objects which are being dropped: 
It was Galileo who discovered the law of fall-
ing bodies, that two bodies of unequal weight 
fall toward the earth at the same rate. To 
prove this, he carried two cannon balls, a large 
one and a smaller one, to the top of the famous 
tower of Pisa and dropped them together. They 
were heard to strike the ground at the same time. 
Sir Richard Gregory thinks he comes to our aid with respect to the 
date and gives us one which is at least in line with Vincenzio's orig-
22:/ 
inal account. 
Members of the University of Pisa, and other 
onlookers are assembled in the space at the 
foot of the wonderful leaning tower of white 
marble in that city one morning in the year 
1591. A young professor climbs the spiral 
staircase until he reaches the gallery surmount-
ing the seventh tier of arches. The people be-
low watch him as he balances two balls on the 
edge of the gallery, one weighing a hundred 
times more than the other. The two balls are 
released at the same instant and are seen to 
keep together as they fall through the air un-
til they are heard to strike the ground at the 
jQ/A cubit is equal to about 18-20 inches. 
21/Ralph K. Watkins and Ralph c. Bedell, General Science For Today, 
Macmillan Co., New York, New York, 1932, p. 575. 
~Sir Richard Gregory, Discovery of the Spirit and Service of Science, 
Macmillan Co., New York, New York, 1923, p. 2. 
same moment. Nature has spoken and has given 
an immediate answer to a question debated for 
two thousand years. 
Such a glowing accountl One can feel the suspense, the tension in the 
crowd, the murmurs of the bearded Aristotelians. 
Charles Dull, in his account of the episode, comes quite close to 
the account of Viviani but he goes one step further and makes an asser-
22/ 
tion that even Galilee would not make: 
Galilee made a large number of experiments with 
falling bodies. He dropped objects of differ-
ent material from the top of the leaning tower 
at Pisa and found that they all reached the 
ground at nearly the same time (see fig. 182). 
Even paper fell rapidly when rolled into a co~ 
pact ball. 
Hr. Dull also thinks he has done a great service for us. He has sup-
plied us with a drawing which shows Galilee at the top of the tower 
dropping weights. vfuo can doubt it now? A curious situation develops 
here, however. We find an assertion that objects of dif ferent material 
wer e used, and that they all reached the ground at the same time. If 
we assume that Mr. Dull is willing to accept the dating of this event 
at about 1590, an interesting point can be made by referring to a 
passage in Galileo 1s De Motu (about 1590). Listen to Galileo as he is 
attempting to explain why wood falls more quickly than lead at t he 
2ld 
beginning of its fall: 
jj/Char\~ E . Dull , Modern Physics, Henry Holt an d Company, New York, 
New Yor:K~ ..... p. 173. 
2Jd:Cooper , op. cit., p. 95. 
Jf the large amount of air in ltood makes it go 
quicker, then as long as it is in the air the 
wood will move even more quickly. But, experi-
ence (or experiment) shows the contrary; for it 
is true, in the beginning of its motion the wood 
is carried more rapidly than the lead, but a 
little later the motion of the lead is so accel-
erated that it leaves the wood behind; and if 
they are let go from a high tower, precedes it 
by a long space; and I have often made test of 
this so we must aim to draw the sounder reason 
from the sounder supposition. 
0 how readily are true demonstrations drawn 
from true principles. 
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Also, in this experiment Galilee gets some strange results. Here we 
find him actually proving that bodies do not land at the same time -
the lead outstrips the wood by a long space. Perhaps a word of e:xplana-
tion on this issue would be appropriate at this time. Butterfield 
points out that Galilee's early ideas on free fall had been appropriated 
from the doctrine of the Impetus of Oresme, Buridan, et al. from the 
middle of the fourteenth century. He even goes so · far as to say: 
•••• the early writings of Galilee on motion be-
long precisely to this school of teaching, being 
based on that doctrine of the impetus •••• It is 
even fairly certain in what edition Galilee read 
the works of certain writers belonging to this 
fourteenth century Parisian school. Indeed 
Galilee could have produced much, though not 
quite all, that we find in his juvenile works on 
this subject if he had lived in the fourteenth 
. century, •••• 
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GaJ:ire-o- was·-aw-are of the workings and ideas of this school and undoubt-
edly adopted many of the ideas of this theory. Hall points out that it 
jj/Butterfield, op. cit., p. 8. 
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~as taught by respectable mathematicians and philosophers, including 
2Y 
Bonamico who was Galilee's own master. 
To continue wi t h our investigation of the reports relating to the 
experiment at Pisa, we shall see what Annabel:!. Williams has to say 
2JJ 
about the event. Perhaps she can add to our information. 
So one morning when it was fine, he got all the 
professors and students to come out of the class-
rooms down into the big square \'There the famous 
Leaning Tower of Pisa stands. Then while they 
all waited in the sunshine Galilee ran up the 
stairs to the very top of the tower, where he 
had got ready two cannon balls, one -- a little 
one -- weighing one pound, the other a big one 
weighing a hundred pounds. He balanced them 
carefully on the edge of the tower, and while 
everyone held his breath to see what would happen, 
he let them drop. They struck the ground together. 
Aristotle had been wrong. 
From her we find that the event took place in the morning, and that 
the weather was fine. 
By way of summary we have, according t he accounts investigated, 
established that the event took place in 1591 in the morning of a fine 
day, and that Galilee dropped two cannon balls, one weighing one pound, 
the other, one hundred pounds. What is the source of all this informa-
tion? Certainly it is not the original account by Vincenzio, nor of 
i§/Hall, op. cit., p. 78 • 
.2.7/Annabell Williams, Men Who Found Out; Ellis Junior Literary Guild, 
Inc., New York, New York, 1930, p. 31. 
any other writers who seem to have the legitimacy of having been con-
temporaries or witnesses of the event. 
vlilliams throws our stories completely out of line, however, when 
2§/ 
he reports the event in the following way• 
At the famous leaning tower in Pisa the young 
iconoclast performed in the year 1590 one of 
the most theatrical demonstrations in the histor.y 
of science. Assembling a multitude of champions 
of the old ideas he proposed to demonstrate the 
falsity of the Aristotelian doctrine •••• Now, 
however, it was put to the test. Galilee released 
a half-pound weight and a hundred-pound cannon 
ball from near the top of the tower, and, needless 
to say, they reached the ground at the same time. 
~fuer~ did the date 1590 come from? Well, it is as good as the 1591 ~re 
had settled on before. Galilee never said he did it, and Vincenzio 
f ailed to tell us when. The weight proportions we had settled on have 
also been changed by Williams. Now our ratio is two hundred to one. 
Why is it needless to say that they struck the ground at the same time? 
Galilee, in De Motu and the Two New Sciences, certainly never contended 
that they would strike at the same time. 
Moore complicates the problem to an even greater degree when he 
2:11 
reports the event in this manner: 
In his experiments on the acceleration of 
freely falling bodies, Galilee enclosed equal 
~Henry Smith vlilliams, A History of Science, Harper Brothers, New 
¥ork, New York, Vol. II, "The Beginnings of Modern Science, 11 1904, ~ 93. 
22/Harold A. Moore, A Textbook of Intermediate Physics, E. P. Dutton Co., 
New York, New York, 1923, p. 52. 
weights of different materials in a number of 
exactly similar boxes. In this way the resist-
ance offered to the passage of the boxes through 
the air was made the same in all cases for equal 
speeds. The boxes, each containing a different 
material, were dropped simultaneously from the 
top of the leaning tower of Pisa, and an attempt 
was made to detect any different in the times at 
which they reached the ground. 
So far as could be observed, the boxes all 
reached the ground simultaneously, irrespective 
of their contents •••• 
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This is a novel innovation. One certainly can be justified in wonder-
ing where the boxes alluded to in this account came from. Since we 
have the weights all boxed up, let us leave them that way and not 
bother to investigate further accounts. 
Certainly a part of Galileo 1 s fame for performing this experiment 
lies in the fact that he was the first to perfonn it. None before had 
dared to question. Let us see how valid this claim is. 
A. Wolf, in discussing the works of Simon Stevin (1548-1620), a 
!!11 
contemporary of Galileo 1s, has this to say: 
For the most part Stevin confined himself, as 
we h~ seen, to statical problems, but in his 
book of 1586 he incidentally describes an 
experiment on falling bodies performed by him-
self and his friend Grotius. Two balls of lead, 
one ten times the weight of the other, were 
dropped simultaneously from a height of about 
30 feet onto a plank. It was noted that they 
appeared to reach the latter simultaneously. 
~Wolf, op. cit., p. 222. 
£1/Statics and Hydrostatics 
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~imon Stevin of Bruges certainly performed such an experiment before 
the year 1586, and many others disputed Aristotle's view, as we shall 
f8J 
see presently. Simon Stevin has been characterized by Sarton in the ffjj 
following wa.y: 
This Stevin has not yet received his full 
meed of recognition, for he certainly was 
one of the greatest men of the sixteenth 
century. 
Galilee must have known of the work of Stevin; indeed, his works were 
published and made available to Italian scholars. On this point we 
once again would like to refer to Sart·on. In his book review of 
A. Wolf's A History of Science Technology and Philosophy In The Six-
teenth and Seventeenth Centuries, he points out that Stevin's work was 
published in 1586, and that he could not have been influenced by 
Galilee but Galilee could definitely have been influenced by him. He 
g) 
goes on to say: 
Stevin was quoted in Christopher Scheiner's 
De moculis solaribus et stellis circa Iovem 
errantebus aecurat ior disquisitio La more 
accurate investigation concerning sunspots 
and wandering stars (satellites) around 
Jupit ei7 (Augsburg 1612) -- a book known to 
Galilee, and how could the latter not hear, 
wit hin more than a half a century, of t he 
great mathematician of Orange. 
@F. Sherwood Taylor, The Vmrch of Hind, :tvlacmillan Co., New York, New 
York, 1939, p. 142. 
ffj/George Sarton, op. cit., p. 9. 
g}Isis, Vol. 24, 1935, p. 164. 
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Jf Stevin was his only predecessor perhaps we could still feel that 
Galilee did not knmv of his work. \ie have already mentioned the fact 
that Galilee was thoroughly familiar with the "Doctrine of Impetus," 
a doctrine wluch proclaimed equal acceleration of falling bodies. 
E2J 
Hall points out: 
The first of these propositions (uniform 
acceleration) was supported from Albert's time 
(Albert of Saxony, 1316(?)-1390) to that of 
Galilee, by reference to the theory of impetus. 
It Y.ras asserted that the continually increasing 
speed of a falling body was caused by the addi-
tion, to the impetus already acquired by it at 
any point in its descent, of the constant ten-
dency (conatus) towards the attainment of its 
natural place \vhich it ah~ays possessed. 
Oresme and Buridan both pr oclaimed against the arguments of 
Aristotle. Galilee, in fact, uses the arguments employed by his 
predecessors, in his Two New Sciences. They had reasoned that two 
tiles, each \veighing a pound and dropped at the same moment, would 
fall to the ground at precisely the same time. Fastened together, end 
to end, they would still descend at the pace at which they had fallen 
when dropped merely side by side. They reasoned themselves to an 
§Y 
answer, as did Galilee. 
~Hall, op. cit., p. 81. 
§E/Butterfield, op. cit., p. 70. 
For Galilee's logic on this point, see page 63 of his Two New 
Sciences, op. cit. 
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Leaving the school of Impetus, we shall investigate what some 
other predecessors of Galilee had to say on this subject. 
Jerome Cardano (1501-1576), a philosopher who was familiar with 
the Impetus school,has this to say in his Opus Novum de Proport~bus 
fill LA New Work on ProportioniT (1570): 
Two balls of the same material falling in air 
arrive at a plane at the ~~e instant. 
It is assumed that they fall from the 
same point; for a proposition is not to be 
taken in an absurd sense unless by an invidious 
or ignorant critic. Let a, therefore, be triple 
the size of b, two balls alike of lead, iron, or 
stone of a given sort. I say they will reach 
the plane cd in equal times. 
Let us consider one more of Galileo 1 s predecessors, John Philo-
ponus, who in writing a commentary on Aristotle'sphysics about 533 A.D. 
EY 
had this to say: 
Here is something absolutely false, and some-
thing can better test by observed fact than by 
any demonstration through logic. If you take 
t1vo masses greatly differing in weight, and 
release them from the same elevation, you will 
see that the ratio of times in their movements 
does not follow the ratio of the weights, but 
the difference in time is extremely small; so 
that if the V'reights do not greatly differ, but 
one, say, is double the other, the difference 
in the times will be little, none at all or 
imperceptible. 
We have now examined some of the writings of Galilee's predecessors 
enough so that we should be aware that opposition to Aristotle can be 
~Cooper, op. cit., p. 76. (More complete trans~tion available here.) 
.2§/Ibid. ,p.47. 
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traced back in history almost to the time of Aristotle himself. If 
Galilee did perform the experiment at the tower, he did nothing that 
others had not done before. Lane Cooper gives an exhaustive list of 
individuals who published before the time of Galilee who took issue 
~~th the notion that bodies fall with a speed proportional to their 
~ 
weights. 
A couple of events in Galilee's life are of considerable interest 
and very difficult to explain, if he really performed the experiment at 
the tower. In 1612, long after Galilee was supposed to have conducted 
his experiment, Georgio Coresio, an Aristotelian, published the 
results of an experiment which he had conducted from the leaning tower 
of Pisa and asserts he has proven Aristotle right. This work, wluch 
was published in Florence, does not appear to have been attacked by 
Galilee, a man at the zenith of his career. Butterfield describes the 
w 
experiment of Coresio in this fashion: 
To crown the comedy, it was an Aristotelian, 
Coresio, who in 1612 claimed that previous experi-
!nents had been carried on from too low an altitude. 
In a work published in that year he described how 
he had improved on all previous attempts -- he had 
not merely dropped bodies from a high window, he 
had gone to the very top of the tower of Pisa. The 
larger body had fallen more quickly than the smaller 
one on this occasion, and the experiment, he claimed, 
had proved Aristotle to have been right all the time. 
1Q/Butterfield, op. cit.,~70. 
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The paper by Coresio was written to correct some assertions of Jacopo 
Mazzoni, Galilee's master, who had published a paper in 1597 on a 
Comparison of Aristotle and Plato. In this paper Mazzoni attacked the 
principle of motion put forth by Aristotle. If Galilee had repeatedly 
experimented from the tower, as Viviani intimates, it seems exceeding~ 
peculiar that these experiments were not referred to in this dispute 
between Coresio and Mazzoni. 
Another rather interesting situation which has a bearing on our 
story occurred irt Galilee's life in 1641. At this time Vincenzio 
Remire, a follower of Galilee, who held the chair of mathematics at 
Pisa, was to write Galilee a letter containing some queer notions on 
111 
falling bodies. Lane Cooper has translated the correspondence be-
tween Galilee and Remire and they can be examined in his excellent 
book, Aristotle, Galilee, and the Tower of Pisa, for those who may be 
w 
interested in the actual correspondence. For our purposes it should 
be sufficient to state that there is no hint of Galileo 1s experiment 
from the tower of Pisa, even though the letters deal with experiments 
carried on from the tower by Remire and his associates. Certainly 
this would be a good opportunity to mention the experiments of Galilee, 
if they ever took place. If they did, it is safe to assume that they 
were not epoch-making. 
11/Cooper, op. cit.,~23. 
zYibid. ,p.31. 
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Perhaps an examination of v.rhat current historians of science have 
to say on this experiment will be of interest and help to throw some 
light on the issue at hand. Taylor, in his book, The March of Mind, 
T2l 
says: 
A picturesque and famous story is told by 
Galilee's biographersrL but the evidence for 
it is very shaky ••• •Laccount of experirren:!J 
•••• There is nothing improbable in the stor,r 
except the fact it remained unmentioned till 
half a century after it is said to have 
occurred. 
The fact that it remained unmentioned by Galilee in the face of the 
challenge of Coresio, and the correspondence of Remire, seems to be 
evidence enough to discount the story. In addition to this, Galilee, 
always the showman, would certainly not have missed the opportunity to 
capitalize on such an event in his writings. Henry Margenau recognizes 
this fact when he says: "But the strange thing is Galilee's reticence 
about this matter; the whole incident is barely rrentioned in his volum-
'J.lJ 
incus works." Indeed, it is not mentioned at all. 
Singer, after telling the story in the traditional manner, 
acknowledges by a footnote that there is no satisfacto~J evidence that 
72/ 
the event ever took place. 
1i/F. Sherwood Taylor, The March of Mind (A Short History of Science), 
The Macmillan Co., New York, New York , 1939, p. 141. 
'J.lJL. L. ~foodruff, Editor, 1 The Development of the Sciences, Yale 
University Press, New Haven, Conn., 1941, p. 99. 
12/Charles Singer, A Short History of Scie~, Clarendon Pre ss, Oxford, 
England, 1941, p. 195. 
121 
Wightman follows the lead of Singer in stating: 
Tradition has it that he tested this view by 
the famous Pisa experiment in >vhich two equal 
weights dropped from the same height fell side 
by side and hit the ground simultaneously; 
strange to say, there is no real evidence that 
this spectacular experiment ever took place. 
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If it was spectacular, certainly his followers such as Remire and his 
master Mazzoni would have known of it. 
711 
On this subject Wolf has the following to say: 
A legend now rejected, states that he dropped 
three bodies of different weights •••• Stevin 
had made the experiment elsewhere before Galilei 
and there is no evidence Galilei repeated it. 
1Y 
Sarton in reviewing the first edition of ~·iolf 1 s book had this to say: 
Wolf repeats the story of the experiments made 
by Galileo from the top of the tower of Pisa and 
published even a beautiful photograph of that 
tower (as if that accredited the story!). In 
fact the reality of those experiments cannot be 
proved at all, and they are more probably legen-
dary than not. 
and then, warming to his task, he goes on to say: 
Strangely enough such experiments were actually 
made bY. Stevin and J. H. de Groot in Delft, c. 
1590§97 ,that is at the very time when Galileo 
was supposed to have made his in Pisa. It is 
the duty of historians as opposed to mythologists 
to state such facts correctly. 
12tf\'iilliam P. D. vvi ghtman, The Growth of Scientific Ideas, Yale Uni ver-
sity Press, New Haven, Conn., 1951, p. 63. 
']1/ltlolf, op. cit., p. 28. 
1§/Isis, op. cit., p. 164. 
12/Isis, op. cit., p. 164. 
WThis date is in error. The experiments were made prior to 1586. 
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As a point of interest, attention is invited to Wolf's account of the 
Pisa incident as it occurs in the second edition. This account is 
cited above. 
Holton in his disaussion or' this event makes reference to the 
vagueness and romantic account of Vincenzio and goes on to say: 
Truth or fable, Galilee must have known and 
would not have failed to point out that experi-
ments with such results had been made previously. 
Wohlwill, in his consideration of this matter, has this to say: 
As quite without support then, and improbable, 
must one regard the sto~, •••• Not a word has 
Hazzoni to say of these experiments at the point 
where, in opposition to Aristotle, he circumstan-
tially defends the same thesis. Galilee never 
mentions them in his records at Pisa, nor when 
occasion offers in his later writings. And it is 
equally impossible to believe that the fact of 
that public demonstration was known through pers-
onal experience or tradition to the learned Pisans, 
who, b1enty years after he had left Pisa, in 
writings directed against him, attacked as some-
thing absolutely new and unheard of his thesis, 




Let us now surmnarize what v1e have found out about this alleged 
experiment. \'ve have definitely established that predecessors of 
Galilee had t aken issue with the Aristotelian doctrine of falling 
bodies, a doctrine in which Aristotle was supposed to have maintained 
@Holton, op. cit., p. 24 
WEmil vfoh11rill, Galilei und sein Karn f fur die Co ernicanische Lehre 
Walilei and His Struggle For the Copernican Learning , Hamburg and 
Leipzig, Germany, 1926. For original and translation, see also 
Lane Cooper, op. cit., p. 27. 
• 
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t hat. bodies fall at a speed proportional to their weights. As has 
been already pointed out, this was a position which probably did not 
represent the thinking of Aristotle. We have found that experiments, 
which can be historically validated, were conducted by Simon Stevin 
prior to the supposed event in Galilee's life and that Galilee must 
have knovm of the work of Stevin. We have further shown that Galilee 
definitely knew of the work that had been carried on in Paris by 
Buridan, Oresme, et al. Therefore we must conclude that if he per-
formed the experiment, he 'ttas doing nothing but verifying the work of 
others. However, he cannot justly even be placed in the role of the 
verifier and defender of this position. His early writings indicate 
that he did not support this position; indeed, he offers "experimental" 
proof lrlhich is counter to it. He did not, in later years, come to the 
defense of Mazzoni who was battling the Aristotelian Coresio nor did 
he give Remire any significant help on this problem. Nowhere in all 
of his extant vtritings does he allude to the experiment nor give any 
indication that he ever performed it. We have further shown that the 
reports generally circulated about the event are exceedingly inconsis-
tent and have an air of invention about them. Finally, we have shown 
that contempora~ science historians generally discredit the story • 
CONCLUSION 
Galilee's greatness did not, and should not, rest upon his 
originality in mechanics or astronomy nor upon a single discovery. 
3B 
His greatness, we may say, can be attributed to his ability to handle 
the same ideas in a new framework. He stands as the "final" clincher 
of an argument started by many men through a long period of time. 
Galilee's task was not to overthrow a position of Aristotle's but the 
cosmos of Aristotle. Others before Galilee knew Aristotle was wrong 
but they refused to abandon (in defense of an isolated fact) a unified 
system which was complex and broad and not counter to reason. Man 
needs more than a single fact to formulate a philosophy which is com-
plete: theologically, poetically, scientifically, and morally. Maey 
of Galilee's predecessors were great men, but out of their own field 
they were stranded in medievalism. To these men a "Philosophic Truth" 
took precedence over a "Scientific Truth." Galilee was fortunate that 
he lived at an opportune moment -- adequate information had been 
amassed to construct a consistent whole. The destruction of the world 
of Aristotle would not leave man in a void; a new world, consistent and 
challenging, was ready to replace it. Galilee cast himself into the 
role of the champion of these ideas. He took his appeal to the people 
with the skill of a dynamic speaker, with great popular appeal, a man 
about whom one could not be indifferent. He was a man who was not 
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willing to accept scientific evidence \vhich was counter to his new 
cosmos, only occasionally more rational or objective than his adversar-
i es . ¥/hen demonstrations proved his point, he used them; v-rhen they did 
not, he resorted to logic. An understanding of Galilee and his impact 
upon science and society cannot be achieved unless one sees him unify-
ing mechanics and astronomy, and as a philosopher, drawing from these 
i deas values and a way of life,. 
The experiment at the tower, with all of its attendant implica-
tions, is a falsification of science. The implication that science be-
gan in the sixteenth or seventeenth century does not fit the record. 
Man do~s not stand still until a genius arises to discover or investi-
gate, but moves steadily onward, stopping periodically to reorganize 
his data. Often geniuses are depicted as standing in a trough of human 
achievement , and as a result of their effort, sweep 1naruCLnd along to a 
crest. Galilee stands at the crest of a wave, consolidating and pin-
pointing the achievements of the past. 
A scientific concept has a biography like that of man, starting 
vdth birth, a developing stage to maturity, and finally culminating in 
death. The birth of a concept is often difficult, indeed impossible, 
to find. It is masked and dwarfed by the activities of the time and 
becomes an event which never is meaningful to many people. Maturity 
as a process implies the passage of time, and again the course of 
events seems to indicate an irregular progress. Maturing stages may 
be indiscernible at times but finally the concept bursts forth in its 
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zenith. Man quite frequently dates the concept from this time even 
though it has a history of centuries. Death is marked by a struggle 
between one concept and the zenith of a counter concept. To simplify 
the history of man's progress by ignoring all but the zenith of an idea 
is fundamentally wrong. On these points I would like to quote Holton, 
who says: 
§1/ 
•••• Aristotle's view on the motion of falling 
bodies was not a simple error or the result of 
a miscarried experimentation but a characteris-
tic consequence of a greater over-all scheme, 
a very minor member of an imposing structure 
which Aristotle erected to search for a unity 
of all thought and experience through conceptual 
schemes, embracing at the same time elements 
that we now separate •••• 
§E/ 
and, as he states on another occasion: 
Evidently the great concepts, like the great prob-
lems on which physics is built, do not spring 
ready made from the minds of individual scientists 
--far from it •••• they actually may have behind 
them a long history of evolution, involving many 
men and many false starts. Even when we give 
Galilee credit for defining the crucial concept, 
"acceleration," we should not forget that he only 
completed a study that went back centuries before 
his time. 
§)} 
Oystein Ore further clarifies these points when he states: 
A genius may perhaps be characterized best as a 
man who is able to derive these principles and 
ideas from a smaller amount of material and w.i. th 
fewer experiences than his contemporaries, •••• 
§i/Holton, op. cit., p. 19. 
~Ibid., p. 266 • 
.§.2/woodruff, op. cit., p. 14. 
Such men undoubtedly have played an important 
role in human advance and in the advance of 
science in particular. But on the other hand 
one finds by a closer an~sis that in almost 
all cases a steaqy increasing mass of evidence 
points toward the great idea until fina~ the 
leaders of the field seize upon it. One can 
produce evidence that almost all the advances 
in science •••• have been created in this manner. 
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The story of the tower not only does not have any sound historical 
basis, but it must face the more serious indictment of presenting a 
distorted view of the history of science. School books often represent 
the event as the beginning of modern science and depict all that goes 
before as the Dark Ages. Sarton characterizes the movement of science 
as an evolutionary process of incomparable magnitude which is as steady 
as that caused by natural forces. He emphasizes this point with a §.§/ 
rather interesting story: 
You have heard of the cowboy who, coming 
suddenly upon the rim of the Grand Canyon, 
exclaimed: "Good Lord, something has happened 
here!" Now as you know, the cowboy was wrong 
if he meant something had happened at a defi-
nite time, and had been :;api.dly completed. In 
that sense nothing ever happened in the Grand 
Canyon. · In the same way the development of 
science, •••• is a steady process it seems 
revolutionary because we do not really see 
the process but only the gigantic results. 
How tenaciously we cling to our ideas. Many men before us have 
investigated this problem. Each has made his report and yet we find 
the position of textbooks, encyclopedia and popular writings still 
emphasizing the impossible. Authors refuse to abandon a dated and 
§£/Sarton, op. cit., p. 162. 
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inaccurate idea because witho1,1t it a reorganization of trek- thinking 
must take place. How far are we from the adversaries of Galilee? Is 
this the age of objectivity and rational conclusions? Perhaps we all 
can profit from the words of Sir Oliver Lodge as he makes this point: 
I know nothing of the views of any here present, 
but I have met educated persons who, while they 
might laugh at the men who refused to look through 
a telescope lest they should learn something they 
did not like, yet also themselves commit the very 
same fol~ •••• I am constrained to say this much: 
Take heed lest some prophet, after having excited 
your indignation at the follies and bigotry of a 
bygone generation does not turn upon you with the 
sentence, "Thou art the man. 11 
@Sir Oliver Lodge, Pioneers of Science, Macmillan Co., London, 




Taken from the Detroit Free Press, Monday, April 14, 1952 
MONDAY WASH LINE - By Malcolm W. Bingay 
Awhile ago I connnented on the report that the Leaning Tower of 
Pisa was steadily becoming "leaner. 11 I remarked in my faltering way: 
"The Tower's fame is not only because Father Time has a 'lien' on 
it, but because of the work of Galileo in refuting the theory of 
Aristotle on gravitation. He held that bodies of different weights 
fall with equal velocity. 
11 To prove his point, he climbed to the top of the tower and 
dropped cannon balls of different sizes. They all landed at the same 
time. This opened the way for Sir Isaac Newton to give us the laws 
of gravitation -- not an apple bouncing off his bean." 
Now comes a letter from the Professor of Education of Boston 
University, John G. Read, telling me I am all wet. He writes: 
Dear Mr. Bingay: 
Please don't perpetrate the fiction that Galileo 
dropped balls from the Tower of Pisa. He never said 
he did, and no records exist of such a demonstration. 
Moreover, ·the weights do not hit the ground at the 
same time. 
Newton WAS led to consider why an apple falls -
he wrote a letter about it. You can see the letter! 
ANSWER: 
Dear Dr. Read: 
Thank you for correcting me. You see, I never had 
the benefit of a professor of education to guide me •••• 
The only opportunity I ever had was a fev-1 months in 
night school -- where all I ever learned was how to 
shoot craps. 
But I think, dear Professor, that you should respond 
to a higher call of duty as a great educator than merely 
handing me a cup of water out of the deep wells of your 
erudition. 
You should spread the glorious rays of your enlight-
enment to the editors and publishers of all our various 
encyclopedias. 
ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA says: 
"In 1588 Galileo carried on that remarkable series of 
experiments by which he established the first principles 
of dynamics. From the Leaning Tower of Pisa he afforded 
to all the professors and students ocular demonstration 
that bodies of different weights fall with the same 
velocities." 
INTERNATIONAL ENCYCLOPEDIA says: 
"In 1588 Galileo turned his attention to the then very 
imperfectly comprehended laws of bodies in motion; and 
in opposition to accepted notions, he propounded the 
theorem that all falling bodies, great or small, descend 
with equal velocity. This soon led him to the discovery 
of the law regulating the motion of falling bodies, which 
was proved correct by experiments made from the summit of 
the leaning tower of Pisa. 11 
ENCYCLOPEDIA AMERICANA says: 
"In the presence of numerous spectators he went through 
\-lith his experiments which he performed on the leaning 
tower of Pisa, to show that weight has no influence on 
the velocity of falling bodies. 11 
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_CATHOLIC ENCYCLOPEDIA says: 
"In 1588 a treatise on the center of gravity in solids 
obtained for Galilee the title of the ArclLLmedes of his 
time. Taking advantage of the celebrated leaning tower 
he laid the foundation experimentally of the theory of 
falling bodies and demonstrated the falsity of the peri-
patetic maxim, hitherto accepted without question, that 
their rate of descent is proportional to their weight. 
This at once raised a storm on the part of the Aristo-
telians, who would not accept even facts in contradic-
tion of their master's dicta. 11 
It is your duty, dear Professor, to correct the world on such matter. 
*** 
HOWEVER, I cannot go along with you on that Newton apple business. 
To say that Sir Isaac Newton had to ·wait for an apple to hit him on the 
head is mildly ridiculous, even for a professor of education. 
Newton was born on the day Galileo died, in 1642. As a precocious 
youth he was an avid reader of the writings of the Italian genius. 
That the ·man who opened the doors of a vast· new world for mankind 
with his three volumes, "Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Hathematica," 
had to wait for an apple to bounce off his bean just doesn't go down. 
The "pull of the moon" that creates the tides vms known in the days 
of Julius Caesar, but Galilee had not as yet refuted Aristotle. Kepler 
hinted at the possibilities but, surprisingly enough, Galilee hooted at 
the thought. 
At the age of 24, however, Newton glimpsed the principles that 
gave him innnortality. "I began to think then," he wrote years later, 
11of gravity exteniing to the orb of the moon, having thereby compared 
the force requisite to keep the moon in her orb with the force of 
gravity at the surface of the earth and found them to answer pretty 
nearly." 
Twenty years later, in 1686, he finished his book. 
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Somewhere in one of his letters he whimsically wrote of watching an 
apple f all as he pondered upon his histor.y-shattering thesis. 
vfuat are the duties, Doctor, of a professor of education? 
Mr. :t-1alcol.m i'f . Bingay 
Detroit Free Press 
Detroit, Michigan 
Dear Mr. Bingay: 
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July 8, 1952 
How is it that you didn't send me a clipping on April 14, so I 
could enjoy a good scrap? A man named Jordan (carbon of letter to him 
enclosed) who says he likes seeing professors get their wrists slapped 
just wrote to me about it. I was able to get a copy of the Press for 
April 14 in the library here today, and I seem to have written you a 
letter, although where I saw your article I do not know. I imagine it 
was reprinted in a Boston paper. 
Now for the argument. All of your references rest on "professors'" 
work in research and analysis of others' writings. If you will look at 
the end of each of the encyclopedia articles you will see the names of 
J. J. Fahie (1903); Alberi, (16 volumes, 1843-56); and above all, 
Antonio Favaro, whose tv1enty volumes are here near my carrel (sic) in 
the Duke University library. Favaro spent thirty years in gathering 
primary sources about Galileo. He was a fine scholar and a wonderful 
historian. He saw manuscripts that suggested that Galileo thought about 
doing the Pisa experiment (among them a letter to Fr. Paolo Sarpi, 
October 16, 1604) but no actual piece of evidence which says that he did 
the experiment. In Galileo 1 s own book Two New Sciences he talks a lot 
about using pendulums and inclined planes to determine how objects of 
unequal weight fall. On Page 109 of the Elzevir edition of 1638, he 
says: 
"Aristotle says that 'An iron ball of one hundred 
pounds falling from a height of one hundred cubits 
reaches the ground before a one-pound ball has 
fallen a single cubit.' I say that they arrive at 
the same time~ You find, on making the experiment, 
that the larger outst rips the smaller by two 
f inger-breadths, that is, when the larger has 
reached the ground, the other is short of it by 
two finger-breadths; now you would not hide behind 
these two fingers the ninety-nine cubits of Aris-
totle, nor would you mention my small error and at 
the same time pass over in silence his very large 
one. 11 
Note t hat Galileo says, "I say that they arrive at the same time," 
and then proceeds to e:xplain that they do not quite land at the same 
~ime. But there he had a wonderful chance to explain that he had done 
the experiment and where, but that he did not say. Elsewhere in the 
book he has diagrams of pendulum experiments and of other 11modern 11 
devices for measuring the weight of air and for calculating the weight 
of objects in a vacuum, which he says he wishes he had to do experi-
ments in, (so the weight experiment would work). 
About Newton, you are of course mostly right. He makes a rather 
strong point about the apple incident to write it off as ''whimsical. 11 
My note to you tried to show that Newton's apple has been considered 
a fable, and Galilee's experiment at the Tower of Pisa a fact. The 
reverse is true, so far as I know -- but I was not there in either case. 
I shall be glad to find I am wrong about Pisa, but I want to see some 
proof of it. The letter about the apple does exist. 
And so this is what professors of education are supposed to do, I 
think at least those who teach also science or histo~ or politics or 
journalism •••• to instill in young students who are going to be teachers 
of your children and mine a healthy scepticism for statements in print, 
on the air, or by teachers, including professors. Students should 
accumulate information and ideas, weigh them, suspend judgment, and 
ever be ready to take a new view when new facts are brought to light. 
They will have to make decisions and act at various times, but they 
should do so with full consciousness that they are acting only on the 
beet information they can get at that moment; then they should have no 
regrets. This is what the citizens of a democracy have to learn to do. 
It is a lot easier to make decisions in a dictatorship, because all 
the answers are "known, 11 and are even printed in newspapers and encyclo-
pedias. 
I realize that I am open to criticism for taking a stand on what 
appears to be a trivial matter. It is possible to -have a group con-
sider the truth of trivial occurrences only, for emotional bias need 
not enter in discussing them. It is to be hoped that the method of 
analysis will transfer to more serious matte:r~ ·~ 
JGR:mls 
Hr. Bingay 
July 16, 1952 
Page 2. 
Very truly yours, 




y MICHIGAN !>1ERCHANTS CREDIT ASSOCIATION 
Ninth Floor - Washington Blvd. Bldg. 
Prof. John G. Read 
Professor of Education 
Duke Uni ve rsi ty 
Durham, North Carolina 
My dear Professor: 
Detroit 26, Michigan 
July 10, 1952 
I have your very fine letter of July 2nd, the contents of which 
I have ve~ carefully digested. To say the least, it furnishes me 
considerable information to submit to my dear friend ~-ialcolm Bingay 
of The Detroit Free Press. 
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Between the Fourth of July and the Republican National Conven-
tion, Mr. Bingay has seen quite a bit of fireworks, but I see that 
the challenge contained in this may cause him to delve deeper into 
his books of knowledge. From my point of vi ew, I have always been 
one lvho believes in the scribes and what has been recorded as history, 
facts or otherwise; and being a sincere believer in that precious 
book te rrned the Bible, I would hate to begin to thiclc otherwise. 
Nm.;, in the day or so that I will spend at Pisa, if the authori-
ties permit, I am going to make a little test with all the modern 
instruments that I can· locate and in my small way may be a judge and 
jury of one ,f)o know first hand which of you . is right. 
In referring to the last part of the second paragraph of your 
letter, if I were a betting man I 1d go to the $2.00 window and place 
a bet to 1'win IT on Malcolm Bingay. 
Further, I am glad that neither you nor I was there - because 
think of the things we would have missed, including this frierrlly 
argument. As for myself the only letters after my name are H. K. 
(Hard Knocks) with fifty years' experience, and all I know is that 
11electric lights light 11 and my 11car runs. IT How? Don 1t ask me to 
explain. 
To serve you in your search, I am enclosing the editorial page 
of The Detroit Free Press of April 14th. If you don't hear from me 
Professor John G. Read 
Page No. 2 
July 10, 1952 
before September 20th, you will know I am enjoying a marvelous trip 
through the British Isles and that part of the Continent of Europe 
not yet behind the Iron Curtain. The race is on and may the best 
horse win. 
Permit me tothank you for affording me the opportunity to delve 
deeper into the sciences. 
I wish to remain, 
Most sincerely yours, 
(S) Norman D. Jordan 
NDJ/dp 
N. B. Possibly you might be interested in the copy of my letter to 
the Honorable }rr. Bingay of The Detroit Free Press. 






Mr. Norman D. Jordan 
Michigan Merchants Credit Association 
Washington Blvd. Building 
Detroit 26·, Hichigan 
Dear Mr. Jordan: 
July 16, 1952 
There is a long letter on the way to Mr. Bingay, with some data 
nearer the horse's mouth than anything he has seen as yet. 
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I am sorr,y to see you put the sources of Mr. Bingay 1 s information 
--assorted encyclopedias-- in the same class as the Bible. Professors 
write those articles, and they are subject to error, as you and 
Mr. Bingay know full well. 
If you are going to do the experiment at Pisa, why not do it the 
way Galileo Galilei says it should be done, in his own book, which he 
wrote and proofread? Here is the quotation from the book, page 109 
of the Elzevir edition of 1638: 
"Aristotle says that 1 An iron ball of one hundred pounds 
falling from a height of one hundred cubits reaches the 
ground before a one-pound ball has fallen a single cubit.' 
I say that they arrive at the same time. You find, on 
making the experiment, that the larger outstrips the 
smaller by two finger-breadths, that is, when the larger 
has reached the ground, the other is short of it by two 
finger-breadths; now you would not hide behind these two 
fingers the ninety-nine cubits of Aristotle, nor would 
you mention my small error and at the same time pass over 
in silence his ver,y large one. 11 
You will note that he says that the we;ights · arrive at "the same 
time" and then proceeds to qualify the state.~rent, saying that they 
arrive two finger-widths apart, >vhich is what I found in my many 
repetitions of this experiment. 
An easy way to do the experiment is to put the one hundred pound 
weight and the one pound weight on a shelf that has a bracket under-
neath than can be knocked loose.-that is, the shelf is held up by a 
support that is not nailed but is held by two cleats, and you just 
knock it sidewise with a hammer. Nothing better to have balls hit 
- ·· +y 
_._ n u ~, 4 >r:n·; __ ,_\.v . Bo::J ,,o - -· 
. .• F,1•uoat:ion sonool o:t .. 
LibrarY 
Mr. Norman D. Jordan 
July 16, 1952 
Page 2 
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on than a large piece of iron (old boiler-plate) supported on four 
bricks. Then you can hear the two almost, but not quite, simultaneous 
blows as the weights hit. You do not need to use a one hundred pound 
weight, of course; a ten pound weight is all right, although the two 
sounds are closer together. You should do the experiment four or five 
times to .make sure it is consistent. 
Of course, it isn't Read versus Bingay you are testing, it is if 
the Tower of Pi sa is high enough to give the weights time to vary in 
their speeds and distances. Incidentally, the Tower has had the 
experience several times as various men have wished to test this point, 
and I think that the authorities will not object. 
The main question still remains, and your experiment will not 
settle the question: Who says that Galilee ever did the experiment? 
Surely we cannot have people going around saying* that you or I or 
Bingay or Galilee Galilei did things that we did not dol Nowadays 
that could mean a libel suit., and it is poor scholarship on anyone 1 s 
part to continue a legend that has been shown not to have any primary 
source back of it. 
Most sincerely yours, 
John G. Read 
JGR/mls 




October 17, 1952 
Mr. N. D. Jordan 
-Michigan Merchants Credit Association 
Washington· Boulevard Building 
Detroit 26, Michigan 
Dear Mr. Jordan: 
I hope that you had a fine trip. 
Do you care if I publish your letter in an 
article? I shall be glad to have you o.k. the article 
before it is published to make sure it is acceptable 
to you. 
If you don't wish me to use your letter, I 
will merely publish mine together wit h excerpts of 
the original article. 
Very truly yours, 
John G. Read 








Mr. Malcolm Bingay 
Detroit ·Free Press 
Detroit, Michigan 
Dear Mr. Bingay, 
October 17, 1952 
You did not answer my letter of July 8th, 
so I suppose that you would not think it was worth-
while continuing the eli scussion. However, I plan 
to use your article and my answer in an article, so I 
thought I ought to give you another chance for another 
letter. 
Very truly yours, 
John G. Read 
Professor of Education 
JGR:l.ffiC 






MICHIGAN MERCHANTS CREDIT ASSOCIATION 
Ninth Floor - Washington Blvd. Bldg. 
Detroit 26, Michigan 
Dr. John G. Read 
Professor of Education 
332 Bay State Road 
Boston 15, Massachusetts 
Dear Dr. Read: 
.November 6, 1952 
First I wish to apologize for not answering your 
letter of October 17th, 1952. It became attached to some 
other correspondence and according~ filed away. The error 
was caught when it was necessary to refer to that corres-
pondence. Now - to answer your letter. 
I have .no objection to your publishing the contents of 
my letters providing you will not quote my business or pers-
onal name. The reason for this request is that I don't want 
to get in the middle with my very good friend, Mr. Malcolm 
Bingay. 
I sincerely regret the delay in answering and assure 
you that I will enjoy a copy of the article you refer to. 
I wish to remain, 
Very sincerely yours, 








.November 20, 1952 
Mr. N. D. Jordan 
Michigan Merchants Credit Assn. 
\fashington Blvd. ·Bldg. 
Detroit 26, Vdch. 
Dear Mr. Jordan: 
You are a gentleman. Your letter made me feel that 
the country is in good hands when you are willing to let me 
spout about my side of the story. I won't use any names or 
identify anyone, except Bingay of course, whose column is in 
the public domain. He has never written to me directly or 
published my answer, which I think is evidence that he is 
afraid to carry the thing further because it undermines his 
whole philosophy -- that because something is written down 
somewhere it is true. 
I will not publish anything, in any case, unless 
both you and he have seen the copy. The Boston Globe, a 
morning paper here, wants to run the story, but I think that 
the Detroit Free Press should carry it, and am so writing to 
the editor. 
Cordially yours, 
John G. Read 







November 24, 1952 
Mr. John S~ Knight 
Editor, Detroit Free Press 
Detroit, Michigan 
Dear Mr. Knight: 
Your Monday, April 14, 1952 ''Wash Line" carried an 
article about a note of mine to Bingay. I first learned of 
it from a friend of Bingay 1 s, and wrote the letter whose copy 
is enclosed. 
The letter was never acknowledged. Recently I wrote 
to Bingay, and to his friend, asking if they minded ~ using . 
the correspondence and the Wash Line piece in an article, not 
using any personalities. Bingay responded by sending his 
piece to The Boston Globe, your correspondent here, without 
any comment to me. I presume he would rather have the centro-
versy go on here, out of his hair. 
Is the D F P free? 
Sincerely yours, 
John G. Read 








THE DETROIT FREE PRESS 
Office of The Editorial Director 
December 3, 1952 
Dr. John G. Read 
·Professor of Science Education 
Boston University 
332 Bay State Road 
Boston 15, Massachusetts 
Dear Dr. Read: 
In Mr. Knight's absence from the city 
your letter to him has been turned over to me for 
answer. 
I apologize if I never acknowledged your 
letter as I naturally supposed you were a regular 
reader of the Free Press because of your familiarity 
with it-or at least my column. The column is 
syndicated and, I understand, does appear in the 
Boston Globe. 
I assure you The Detroit Free Press i .s 
still free--that is for seven cents- and there is 
no effort on my part to smother your brain 
children. 
Enclosed find your letter in full in my 
last Honday' s 'Vlash Line Column. 
Sincerely yours, 
(S) Halcolm W. Bingay 
F 
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Taken f rom The Detroit Free Press of December 1, 1952 --
Good Morning 
HotiDAY WASH LINE By Malcolm W. Bingay 
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Some centuries ago (at least it seems t hat long; so much has hap-
pened) I wrote a lazy-day Pellucid Pillar on a rainy Tuesday about the 
Leani ng Tov1er of Pi sa leaning more than usual. I noted that part of its 
fame was due to the fact that Galilee dropped cannon balls of different 
weights from it to refute Aristotle's contention. I noted also that 
Sir Isaac Newton did not discover the law of gr avitation by being hit on 
the head with an apple, being a scholar and a student of Galilee's 
ancient theories of falling bodies. 
Some time in this dim and ancient past , Dr. John G. Read, of Boston 
and Duke Universities, took me to task about it. He held there was no · 
proof that Galilee ever made such experiments from the Tower of Pisa. 
In my blithe way I threvr a half-dozen encyclopedias at his professional 
head. 
It's like the old Boston argument as to :whether the Pilgrims landed 
on Plymouth Rock or whether the rock landed on the Pilgrims. 
Dr. Read was not satisfied with my encyclopedias and reference 
books. I had just about forgotten the whole thing, what with the vari -
ous ''weights" of Ike and Bob and Adlai and other such trivia. Now 
Dr. Read "refreshens" me. He sends the follCMing: 
Dear Mr. Bingay: 
How is it that you didn 1t send me a clipping on April 14, so I could 
enjoy a good scrap? A man named Jordan (carbon of letter to him enclosed) 
who says he likes seeing professors get their wrists slapped just wrote 
to me about it. I was able to get a copy of the Press for April 14 in 
the library here today, and I seem to have written you a letter, although 
where I saw your article I do not know. I imagine it was reprinted in a 
Boston paper. 
Now for the argument. All of your references rest on "professors'" 
work in research and analysis of others' writings. If you will look at 
the end of each of the encyclopedia articles you will see the names of 
J. J. Fahie (1903); Alberi, (16 volumes, 1842-56); and above all, Antonio 
Favaro, whose twenty volUmes are here near my carrel in the Duke Univer-
sity library. Favaro spent thirty years in gathering primary sources 
about Galilee. H~ was a fine scholar and a wonderful historian. He saw 
manuscripts that suggested that Galilee thought about doing the Pisa ex-
periment (among them a letter to Fr. Paolo Sarpi, October 16, 16o4) but 
no actual piece of evidence which says that he did the experiment. In 
Galilee's own book Two New Sciences he talks a lot about using pendulums 
and inclined planes to determine how objects of unequal weight fall. On 
Page l09 of the Elzevir edition of l638, he says: 
"Aristotle says that 'An iron ball of one hundred 
pounds falling from a height of one hundred cubits 
reaches the ground before a one-pound ball has fallen 
a single cubit.' I say that they arrive at the same 
time. You find, on making the experiment, that the 
larger outstrips the smaller by two finger-breadths, 
that is, when the larger has reached the ground, the 
other is short of it by two finger-breadths; now you 
would not hide behind these two fingers the ninety-
nine cubits of Aristotle, nor would you mention ~ 
&nall error and at the same time pass over in silence 
hi:;; very large one. 11 
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Note that Galileo says 11I say that they arrive at the same time, 11 
and then proceeds to explain that they do not quite land at the same time. 
But there he had a wonderful chance to explain that he had done the 
experiment and where, but that he did not say. Elsewhere in the book he 
has diagrams of pendulum experiments and of other "modern" devices for 
measuring the weight of air and for calculating the weight of objects in 
a vacuum, which he says he wishes he had to do experiments in, (so the 
weight experiment would work~. 
About Newton, you are of course mostly right. He makes a rather 
strong point about the apple incident to write it off as "whimsical. 11 
My note to you tried to show that Newton's apple has been considered a 
fable, and Galilee's experiment at the Tower of Pisa a fact. The reverse 
is true, so far as I know-but I was not there in either case. I shall 
be glad to find I am wrong about Pisa, but I want to see some proof of it. 
The letter about the apple does exist. 
And so this is what professors of education are supposed to do, I 
think at least those who teach also science or history or politics or 
journalism ••• to instill in your students who are going to be teachers 
of your children and mine a healthy skepticism for statements in print, 
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on the air, or by teachers, including professors. Students should accumu-
late information and ideas, weigh them, suspend judgment, and ever be 
ready to take a new view when new facts are brought to light. They will 
have to make decisions and act at various times, but they should do so 
with full consciousness that they are acting only on the best information 
they can get at that moment; then they mould have no regrets. This is 
what the citizens of a democracy have to learn to do. It is a lot easier 
to make decisions in a dictatorship, because all the answers are "known", 
and are even printed in newspapers and encyclopedias. 
I realize that I am open to cri. ticism for taking a stand on what 
appears to be a trivial matter. It is possible to have a group consider 
the truth of trivial occurrences only, for emotional bias need not enter 
in discussing them. It is to be hoped that the method of analysis will 
transfer to more serious mattezs. 
ANSWER: I did not send you the clipping, dear Doctor, because I naturally 
thought you were a regular subscriber to the Free Press. You suggest that 
you "seem to have written me." You sure did. Now comes James Colvin, 
director of public relations of the Encyclopedia Britannica who writes in 
part: 
Dear Mr. Bingay: vle were interested in your column of Nov. 5 in 
which you discussed whether or not Galilee ever dropped cannon balls from 
the top of the Leaning Tower and whether or not Newton was ever hit over 
the head with an apple. In part, the controversy may be resolved by the 
words of these two authors themselves which are completely available in 
6.3. 
English only in the new Britannica "Great Books of the Western World." 
Galileo, in a passage from "The Two New Sciences," writes as follows: 
"Is it not clear then that a leaded ball allowed to 
fall from a tower 200 cubits high will outstrip an ebony 
ball by less than four inches?" 
There are other references to dropping balls from a tower throughout 
the passage and Galileo surrnnarizes his findings in the following words: 
''Having observed this, I came to the conclusion that 
in a medium totally devoid of all resistance all bodies 
would fall at the same speed." 
Professor Read in his letter made the point that the weights do not 
hit the ground at the same time because they are not falling in a medium· 
II 
. . • totally devoid of resistance II ( • • . • ~.e., a vacuum) but do encoun-
ter the resistance of air. 
As to Newton, his biographical note in the Great Books points out 
that he fled the great plague in 1665 and retired to a farm in Lincoln-
shire; his biography continues: "From his forced retirement in 1666 he 
dated his discovery of the gravitational theory: 'In the same year I 
began to think of gravity extending to the orb of the moon. 1 " 
I have never seen the letter Dr. Read refers to about Newton being 
hit over the head with an apple, but at least he was on a farm when he 
came to his conclusions about gravity. And incidentally, Newton knew all 
about Galileo. 
Answer: It would seem that this gravity over this problem of gravity 
cannot be underestimated. 
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